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Story Time in a Bag
CORDOVA DISTRICT L IBRARY

PLAY IN THE SNOW!

Bring snow inside to play with

Mix up paint or food coloring

in squeeze bottles and paint

the snow outside

Put food coloring in water.

Add water to different

shapes. Take the colored ice

out and build!

Story Time in a Bag 

is back for 2021!

Cordova Library is committed to providing

quality early literacy to youth. We will be

providing Story Time in a Bag kits each Friday

through May 14th.

Once we are moved out of Tier 3 mitigation

by the Governor, we will resume Story Time by

Appointments. We will continue this until the

weather gets better and we can move back

to the park for our Story Times. Thank you for

your participation in our program!

ACTIVITIES THIS WEEK:

Snow Mazes-they help with

fine motor and early reading

skills

Animal Tracks Book-learn

different tracks and color the

animals

Make your own animal tracks

based off the guide. Use the

blue paper the kit came in!

Sing songs-two songs are on

the back!

Book: Tracks in the Snow

Early Literacy Activities:



You put your right mitten in, 

You take your right mitten out,

You put your right mitten in and you shake it all about.

You do the Snowey pokey and you turn yourself around.

That's what it's all about.

Note continue with additional verses:

You put your left mitten in

You put your scarf in

You put your right boot in

You put your left boot in

You put your hat in

You put your snowself in

https://twistynoodle.com/

https://www.kidsvt.com/vermont/making-tracks-in-search-of-animals-in-the-

winter/Content?oid=3599511

https://www.prekinders.com/animal-tracks-book/

https://everythingpreschool.com/themes/snow/songs.htm

Resources:

SNOWFLAKE DANCE
Sung To: "Are you Sleeping"

Dance like snowflakes, 

Dance like snowflakes

In the air, In the air

Whirling, Twirling snowflakes, Whirling,

Twirling snowflakes

Here and there, Here and there
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SNOWKEY POKEY

https://twistynoodle.com/
https://www.kidsvt.com/vermont/making-tracks-in-search-of-animals-in-the-winter/Content?oid=3599511
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